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Imagine that Alice sends text messages to Bob over a stochastic channel. The
amount of information transmitted across the channel is typically quantified by
mutual information between the message sent by Alice and the message received
by Bob. Note, however, that this mutual information is invariant to whether the
text messages are transmitted perfectly or are completely corrupted in transmission
(as long as the corruption is one-to-one). More generally, mutual information is
insensitive to any identity relation between sent and received messages. In figure (1)
we illustrate this problem in a toy biological scenario where the functional response
to the received signal has a crucial relevance for the fitness of the communicating
agents.

This misleading property was already identified by Shannon himself. It is worth
to emphasize that standard applications and developments of information theory
do not suffer from this problem: The existence of an external observer eventu-
ally correcting the wrong matches is assumed. The problem, however, becomes
critical when dealing with autonomous systems, where the external observer is
absent. Fundamental problems of information transmission in biology, or unsuper-
vised strategies of machine learning, for example, lack the figure of the external
agent eventually acting from the outside to correct wrong referential mappings.
For these systems, where the internal dynamics shapes the evolution of the codes
performed for the communication exchanges, the notion of channel capacity and

a) b)

Figure 1: In a world of mice, three events occur with the same probability: The appearance of

a cat, the appearance of a mouse and the appearance of a snail. Selective pressures shaped the
meaning of both events, putting the semantic value of the event cat higher than the semantic
value of the event snail. When a mouse sends a signal to the other communicating one of these
two events, it is crucial that it is properly decoded, to avoid essentially that the receiver mouse

reacts under the message cat as if there were a snail. Both in (a) and (b) the mutual information
is maximum, but only in (a) the referentiality is conserved. The aim of our work is to compute
which amount of the mutual information actually conserves referentiality.
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information transmission must be revised, in order to integrate referentiality or
functional response within the information measure.

We propose to quantify the amount of ’referentiality’, which refers specifically
to that information which is correctly transmitted across channel and then consis-
tently mapped in the decoding process. We propose four very basic axioms that any
referentiality measure should satisfy, and then derive the unique measure that sat-
isfies them. Our derived measure has a simple and intuitive information theoretic
interpretation, and a closed form can be very efficiently computed. In addition,
it allows us to decompose the standard mutual information into pieces according
to the referential content of the information exchange. This establishes interest-
ing bounds within the amount of information that the system can effectively use to
trigger a functional response, which is, according to our results, always smaller than
the value of the standard mutual information functional. We discuss the relation-
ship (and advantages) of our measure with other already proposed measures, like
the rate-distortion approaches. We finally discuss potential applications in models
of language evolution, origin of life, bioinformatics, among other fields. In general,
our developments may be of critical relevance in domains in which the autonomous
dynamics of the communicating agents requires a redefinition of the information
measure that is intrinsically linked to any referent or functional response.
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